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Local spin-flip spectral distribution obtained by resonant x-ray Raman scattering
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We show that resonant x-ray Raman~RXR! scattering can be used to study the local spin-flip excitation
spectral distribution in magnetically ordered 3d transition-metal compounds. We demonstrate with realistic
calculations on the 3p x-ray absorption edge of a Cu21 compound and the 2p edge of a Ni21 compound that
the scattered x-ray energy and intensity distribution contains the excitation spectrum resulting from a single
local spin flip, as well asdd excitations accompanied by local spin flip satellites. We develop the theory
describing this effect and discuss the polarization conditions that can be used to observe these effects.
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Recent advances in synchrotron radiation sources h
resolution monochromators and x-ray detection techniq
have made high-resolution x-ray scattering techniques us
in the study of phonons and crystal field excitations
solids.1,2 In this paper we show that there is a way of obta
ing information on the local spin-flip excitations using sp
cific resonances involving core orbitals with a large spin
bit coupling. Such resonances are extremely strong at thed
transition metal 2p and 3p edges as well as the 3d and 4d
edges of the rare earths. Since these elements form the
of most magnetic materials the use of such techniques c
prove to be very important. The basic idea is to use the la
spin orbit coupling of the core hole in the intermediate sta
in a resonant x-ray Raman~RXR! scattering experiment to
study excitations in which only the local valence electr
spin has been flipped. This relates closely to spin-flip Ram
scattering in the optical energy range, a technique used s
the 1970s.3,4 In light scattering a series of spin-depende
effects are known to affect the~resonant! Raman scattering
Spin-dependent scattering due to the simultaneous excita
of the spin and phonon systems has been studied often4 In
systems with an accessible spin-orbit splitting in the vale
band, this spin-orbit splitting has been used directly to cre
pure spin-flip transitions.3 In the present paper the bas
mechanism is the same: a spin-orbit split state is used
create a local spin-flip transition. The use of core leve
however, makes the technique general for all elements
not sensitive to the details of the spin-orbit splitting of t
valence band, being applicable to systems where this is
ligible as the 3d transition-metal compounds. In the case
optical Raman spectra they commonly probe the two m
non excitations, for which the line shape is still a matter
controversy.5 This, combined with the well-known advan
tages of resonant x-ray techniques, such as element spe
ity, will make RXR scattering an important technique
study exchange interactions in magnetic materials. In a m
netically ordered solid the spin flip of a local valence ele
570163-1829/98/57~23!/14584~4!/$15.00
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tron spin provides direct information on the exchange or
perexchange interactions with neighboring atoms in
ground state. The spectral shape atT50 will be that of a
local magnon density of states and at finite temperatures
energy will measure the average local exchange field, wh
in a mean-field approximation would be directly related
the average temperature-dependent magnetic moment.

In this paper we investigate the feasibility of such expe
ments and show that under now attainable experimental c
ditions the experiments are possible. We discuss the phy
involved and the relation between the polarization conditio
and the information to be expected. To demonstrate the
fect we use divalent Cu in octahedral and tetragonal cry
fields as well as divalent Ni in octahedral coordination.
simulate the effect of exchange interactions with neighbor
magnetic ions we add a magnetic field with a magnitu
resulting in comparable Zeeman splittings. This would
equivalent to replacing the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian b
mean-field approximation, which is sufficient for our pu
poses to describe the effect and the information one can
tain. The magnetic field one requires is of course very la
since the~super!exchange interactions are as high as 0.12
~Ref. 5! in the high-Tc cuprates resulting in a total spin fli
energy of a local spin of 0.25 eV.

We start with the simplest of cases, namely, that of RX
scattering at the Cu 3p edge in divalent Cu compounds. Th
case of Cu21 (3d9) is very simple as only a single hole i
present in the initial, intermediate, and final states. The
termediate is spin orbit split into aj 53/2 and aj 51/2 state,
which makes a spin-flip transition possible. In the final st
the core hole is again filled by a valenced electron resulting
in a 3d9 configuration but possibly in an excited state. Th
excited state could be merely a spin flip in the field of t
surroundings, which can result only if there is a compens
ing change in the angular momentum~polarization! of the
photon. An effect that increases the sensitivity of such
measurement is that for orthogonal polarizations of incid
14 584 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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and scattered photon elastic scattering intensity vanis
The RXR scattering intensity is given by the Krame
Heisenberg formula:6

I ~\v,\v8!}(
q8,q

Fq8qdEf2E01\v82\v ,

with

Fq8q5(
3d

U(
3p

^3duCq8
~1!u3p&^3puCq

~1!u3d0&

E3d0
1\v2E3p2 iG3p

U2

. ~1!

The dipole matrix elements (Cq) to the 3p5 states are
calculated for all polarizations (q). TheM2,3 edge consist of
two peaks, separated by the 3p spin-orbit splitting of about
2.5 eV. The 3p lifetime broadening is approximately 0.4 e
full width at half maximum~FWHM!. Note that the core
hole lifetime broadening does not influence the resolution
linewidth because of the coherence of the process. The
time of the spin flipped final states will be given by the sp
lattice relaxation time and the spectral shape and width
display the magnon density of states.

If the 3d spin-orbit coupling is neglected the 3p→3d
matrix elements are given by the single-electronp→d ma-
trix elements.7 They are given in Table I, which concentrat
on the division into spin up and spin down of the interme
ate states. In order to see which final states can be rea
starting with a single hole in ad orbital, one should look a
Eq. ~1! and first determine the possible intermediate sta
one can go to by selecting the ground-stated orbital in the
left column and moving to the right. The transition amp
tudes and polarizations are then read from the table. To
see which final states can be reached pick a particular in
mediate state reached with the used polarization from the
row and move down reading of the finald states reachable
together with the polarization and amplitude of the outgo
photon.

TABLE I. Single particle matrix elements for apd transition.
All matrix elements have been multiplied withA30. Left circular
polarization is indicated with italic, right circular polarization wit
roman andz polarization with boldface. The 3d spin-orbit coupling
is neglected. The six intermediate states have been separated
their constituting spin-up and spin-down parts at the bottom, wh
a5A2/3 andb5A1/3.

u 3
2 , 3

2 & u 3
2 , 1

2 & u 3
2 ,2 1

2 & u 3
2 ,2 3

2 & u 1
2 , 1

2 & u 1
2 ,2 1

2 &

Y22(↓) 1A2 1A4
Y21(↓) 1A1 1A2 1A2 2A1
Y20(↓) 2A1/3 2A8/3 1A1 2A2/3 1A4/3
Y21(↓) 1A2 2A3 2A1
Y22̄(↓) 1A6
Y22(↑) 2A6
Y21(↑) 1A3 1A2 2A1
Y20(↑) 1A1 1A8/3 1A1/3 2A4/3 1A2/3
Y21(↑) 2A2 2A1 1A1 2A2
Y22̄(↑) 1A2 1A4

Y11(↑) aY10(↑) bY11̄(↑) bY10(↑) aY11̄(↑)
bY11(↓) aY10(↓) Y11̄(↓) aY11(↓) bY10(↓)
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We see that different combinations of polarizations of
and out photons result in the possibility of reaching alm
any final state one likes, which will be shown more clea
below. Concentrating on the idea that spin flip excitatio
can be especially observed, we note that there are many
sible paths in which we go from an initial state in the upp
half ~spin down! to the lower half~spin up! in the final state.
These represent possible spin flip excitations that may
may not be accompanied by a change in the orbital par
the d wave function. We also see there are paths for wh
the orbital part does not change and only a spin flip occu
For example, spin-downY20, i.e., thed3z22r 2 orbital, can
scatter to theu1/2,1/2& state withq51 and then to spin-up
Y20 with q50. The other states reached in this process w
have higher energies because they involve crystal field e
tations in the actual solid. The reason this spin flip happen
of course due to the fact that thej 53/2 andj 51/2 states in
the intermediate state are separated by the spin-orbit
pling and the spin is no longer a good quantum number.
also see in the example given that the total angular mom
tum is conserved because of the change in the angular
ment of the spin by11 is compensated by a change in t
angular momentum of the photons by21. It turns out that it
is more suitable and also more feasible at least on the de
tion side to use linear polarization rather than circular. T
table given above can easily be converted to this case. S
in the systems we will study the symmetry is either cubic
tetragonal with the spin along thez axis and perpendicular to
the tetragonal plane,x andy are equivalent so that we nee
only study polarization combinations ofx in x out andx in z
out. The spectra at other arbitrary rotations can easily
determined.

We note that for the analysis it makes no difference if t
system is in a ferromagnetic or an antiferromagnetic st
which is another advantage of using linear polarized lig
For example, an antiferromagnet has bothdx22y2

↑ anddx22y2
↓

states, but locally the spin in the excited final states are a
reversed. A difference is that the scattering of left and rig
circularly polarized light is reversed with the result that t
MCD effect will disappear. What does not disappear is
difference in theFxx and Fzx scattering. Important here i
that even if the detection cannot be done with polarizat
selection, an appropriate choice of the scattering angles
a given incident polarization can allow for some polarizati
selection to be made.

The concepts outlined above will be used to calculate
RXR spectra of Cu21 in octahedral and tetragonal symm
try, and of Ni21 in octahedral symmetry. Figure 1~a! shows
the RXR spectra for a Cu21 ion in octahedral symmetry in
an antiferromagnet. In the calculation an octahedral cry
field of 1.0 eV and an exchange field of 0.25 eV, acting
the spin only, have been included. This gives theeg(↓) states
at zero energy, theeg(↑) states at 0.25 eV, thet2g(↓) states
at about 1.0 eV~split by the 3d spin-orbit coupling!, and the
t2g(↑) states at 1.25 eV. The experimental broadenings h
been approximated with a Gaussian of 0.1 eV FWHM. T
total scattering has been normalized to the same heigh
all 3 energies.

This simple example contains two important effects:~1!
Fxx scattering has an elastic peak and transitions to thet2g
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states, including spin-flip transition at 1.25 eV, whileFzx
scattering does not show an elastic peak but contains
spin-flip transition at 0.25 eV, plus transitions tot2g states.
Thus with Fzx scattering one can observe directly the sp
flip transition of the ground state.~2! The spin-flip peaks
have a relatively larger intensity at theM2 edge. The reason
is that theM3 edge contains scattering viau3/2,3/2& and
u3/2,23/2& states, which do not allow spin-flip transitions
the moments are in the direction of the x-ray polarization~cf.
Table I.!. By making use of different excitation energies a
of the angular dependences, detailed information can be
tained.

Figure 1~b! shows the same spectra for the Cu21 ions in
Sr2CuO2Cl2. The local symmetry is tetragonal; thez2 states,
as well as thexz and yz states, can be found at approx
mately 1.7 eV and thexy states at 1.35 eV.8 The 3d spin-
orbit coupling of 0.1 eV and an exchange field of 0.25
have been included. Peaks are observed at the excitatio
ergies related to the different 3d orbitals as indicated in the
figure. However, it is found that the direct spin-flip pe
related to thex2-y2(↑) state at 0.25 eV is absent. The reas
is that thex2-y2 state, a linear combination of atomicY22 and
Y22̄ states, does not allow a direct spin-flip transition~cf.

FIG. 1. RXR scattering at the 3p edge of a Cu21 system.~a! in
octahedral symmetry:E denotes theeg states,T 2 the t2g states.~b!
in tetragonal symmetry, using the crystal field parameters
Sr2CuO2Cl2: A denotesx2-y2 states,B xy states, andC xz, yz, and
z2 states. Note the absence ofA1 scattering~see text!. Indicated are
theFxx scattering~solid!, Fzx scattering~dashed!, and the total scat-
tering ~thick solid!. The x-ray-absorption spectrum is given wi
dots. The normalized RXR spectra are given at the respective x
absorption energies as indicated on the right.
he

-

b-

en-

Table I!. It has been confirmed in experiment th
Sr2CuO2Cl2 has a pronounced~and different! angular depen-
dence of the peaks at 1.3 and 1.7 eV. The effects of
exchange field are confirmed by the additional intensity
higher energy at theM2 edge.8 Transition-metal systems
with less than nine 3d electrons are constrained by stron
multiplet effects.9 For example, Ni21 has a 3d8 ground state
and a 2p53d9 intermediate state.10

Figure 2 shows the RXR spectra of Ni21 in octahedral
symmetry with a crystal field of 1.13 eV as observed
NiO.11 An exchange field of 0.15 eV~in the propagation
direction of the x ray! has been added. Indicated are t
lowest 2.5 eV of the RXR spectra, excited around theL3
x-ray absorption edge. The ground state has3A2 symmetry,
the first excited state has3T2 symmetry and is found at 1.13
eV. Around 2.0 eV the3T1 and 1E states are found and, no
shown, still at higher energies all other 3d8 multiplet states.
We concentrate on3A2 and 3T2, which are split by the ex-
change field into theirms511, ms50, andms521 Zee-
man states. At theL3 edge~855.7 eV! one observes the elas
tic peak and crystal field excitations to3T2(ms521). Note
that the elastic peak has pureFxx scattering, while the3T2
peak is dominated byFzx scattering and will have a differen
angular dependence. Interesting things happen if the ex
tion energy is chosen at energies above theL3 edge. At 856.7
eV, the direct spin-flip peak to thems50 state at 0.15 eV is
visible in Fzx scattering, while thems50 state is also visible
for the 3T2 peak. In the case of the3A2 peak,ml50, hence
ms5mj . This explains why thems50 peak is only seen in
Fzx scattering:Fzx scattering relates toDmj561 transi-
tions, whileFxx scattering relates toDmj50,62 transitions.
This selection rule can also be observed at 857.7 eV exc
tion energy, where the transition toms511 becomes very
pronounced and the3A2(ms511) has pureFxx scattering.
In the case of the3T2 peak there is also an orbital mome
tum in play and the identity ofms and mj disappears. The
ms511 states have an energy of two times the excha

f

ay

FIG. 2. RXR scattering at the 2p edge of a Ni21 system in
octahedral symmetry, using the crystal-field parameter of NiO.
dicated areFxx scattering~thin solid!, Fzx scattering~dashed!, and
the total scattering~thick solid!. The x-ray-absorption spectrum i
given with dots. The normalized RXR spectra are given at the
spective x-ray-absorption energies~in steps of 1.0 eV! as indicated
on the right. The symmetries of the states are given at the mid
spectrum. Thems substates are indicated at the top for spin up (↑)
and spin down (↓).
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field and they should be clearly observable in experime
Within the present paper, we wish to make an import
conclusion that the spin-flip transitions can be studied
great detail, if the correct excitation energies are used in
RXR scattering experiments. We note further that ferrom
netic systems will additionally show significant MCD e
fects.

In this paper we have shown that RXR scattering invo
ing a core hole intermediate state with strong spin orbit c
pling is capable of exciting single local spin flip excitation
This provides a way of determining the interatomic exchan
and superexchange interactions and more generally the
single magnon density of states. We have discussed the
larization conditions required and have shown that under
tain conditions the elastic peak can be eliminated, provid
n
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a way of isolating the spin flip excitation even if the resol
tion is not really sufficient to resolve it from the elastical
scattered beam. We have demonstrated the effect with
tailed calculations of the RXR scattering line shape in div
lent Cu and Ni compounds. Although such measurements
possible at present the improved resolution on the detec
side in the near future together with the intense synchrot
light sources will permit a detailed study of the site selec
local magnon density of states in ferromagnets and anti
romagnets as a function of temperature.

We thank Laurent Duda and Michel van Veenendaal
discussions and useful suggestions. The research of F
has been made possible by the Royal Netherlands Acad
of Arts and Sciences~KNAW !.
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